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KANDINSKY’S MIRAGE

Art fails when it’s insecure about what it means to achieve; mark-
making cannot fool the viewer on its own. So bearing that in mind, I will
be  forthcoming:  this  treatise  aims  to  sow  the  foundations  of  a
thoughtway that sees art and life-in-the-world as one again. That is, I aim
to do no less than build a movement to re-enchant art for those who
know the numinous.

Exactly one hundred years ago, in 1917, Wassily Kandinsky wrote a
treatise on color,  form, and quasi-spiritual  philosophy,  Concerning The
Spiritual In Art.  Kandinsky, one of the founders of the abstract painting
movement in Europe, was a devout Eastern Orthodox Christian for most
of  his  life  and  therefore  was  in  the  unique  position  to  speak  on  the
interplay of art and spirituality in the western world, and in his short
book sought to reinvigorate the formal painter with the fire of inspiration
plumbed  from  no  less  than  the  wordless  depths  of  the  human  soul.
Unfortunately,  being  entrenched  in  the  promissory  doctrines  of  both
materialist progress and transcendent religious salvation, he effectively
predicted and embodied the destructive values  of  our current  culture
that  has,  ironically  enough,  since  proclaimed  that  “art  is  dead”.  His
spirituality,  moreover,  was  ignorant  of  spirits  as  we,  polytheists  and
animists,  understand them.  Perhaps  art  would  not  have  died  if  those
spirits were still known.

Kandinsky’s optimism and the colorful whimsy of his work belie a
dangerous trajectory that we have been on for the past 300 years – that
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we believe it is possible for humans to exist apart from the natural world.
In this polytheist’s response to Kandinsky’s call to artistic enlightenment,
I will argue that this was never so, cannot be so, and should not be so; I
will also explain how we as animists and people of many Gods might turn
away from this centuries-old mirage and make work that reinforces our
relationship with spirits both small and vast.

WHAT ART IS

I hesitate to define art here. Categorization alienates,  it  makes its
appeal to logic and not the animal experience of human knowledge. Logic
doesn’t often serve the project of re-enchantment – I say this, of course,
with the full knowledge of my hypocrisy. But logicians and philosophers
have a word for my modus operandi:  absurdism. It’s telling that, in this
world that we’ve created for ourselves, that it is “absurd” to be deliberate
and choosy in where we get meaning in our lives. But in choosing we
become active participants in this ecology of spirits once again; religion
requires  lines  in  the  sand  for  a  reason.  I  will  not  use  this  space  to
elucidate my personal opinions of what art or the sacred is and is not;
suffice to say, I have opinions. However, this treatise will predominantly
concern itself with the mark-making and form-shaping arts, as well as
mark-making  in  the  form  of  fiction  prose  writing  later  on.  Hopefully,
those terms will create sufficient categories for you to work with as you
proceed.

A HUMAN BIRTHRIGHT

We know now that art is no longer one of the things that sets us
apart from other animals – language, logic, culture, and the capacity to
appreciate beauty were also never things that made us unique. But it is
our birthright nonetheless to memorialize that which is gone, to imitate
that  which  is  spectacular,  and  to  commemorate  that  which  inspires
devotion. We have at our disposal ways to create legacy that do not rely
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on blood and parentage. Craftspeople sign their work, or make objects of
wide renown.

Humans have done this for tens of thousands of years: depicting the
transitory or the mythic or the otherworldly or even the imaginal. Things
that, for all intents and purposes, exist outside of the world of the senses.
But, skilled in subtle crafts and ancient knowledge, this merging of mind
and matter was not just seamless, but vital to the continual co-creation of
the world for our ancestors.

Because what is art but co-creation? Just as the Gods often crafted
the earth and its  inhabitants from some extant enspirited creature or
material, so too must the artist work with an enspirited media, each with
its own manner and way of being, to bring some thing into existence.
This  covenant  between  artist  and  medium  has  been  broken.  And  as
animists and peoples of many Gods, it should be one of our chiefest goals
to restore this right relationship.

A HUMAN OBLIGATION

Can art be said to be a human obligation, then? I argue yes, under
the right pretenses: that art is not, as commonly thought throughout the
modern western world, simply a dialogue between artist and viewer or
artist and themselves, but artist, subject, media, spirits, and Powers of
the world. The artist has a most deep obligation to that which inspires
them.

Depending  on  your  hearth  religion,  you  might  understand  that
humans have an obligation to the Powers that birthed us, and the Powers
that inspire us: we ought to know Their names and Their deeds. We also
have an obligation to the spirits  that  inhabit  our proximal  world:  the
spirits of our soil, our homes, our tools, our towns. 
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The modern understanding of the purpose of art doesn’t square so
neatly with these conceptions of right relationship. Art is about personal
expression,  no?  The  image  of  the  tortured artist,  living  in  a  cramped
French flat and toiling away in obscurity for the sake of proving to the
world the profundity of his vision surely comes to mind. Or the endlessly
parodied gallery opening, full of wealthy patrons pondering the potential
gravitas of paint flung at eight-foot canvases. These images are so many
and so iconic in our culture, that you’d wonder if we even still have the
ability to take creative expression seriously. I will argue that we have lost
much of that – personal artistic expression has become so imaginal, so
specific to the mind of its creator, that Kandinsky’s dream of a universal
abstract language of form and color is not achievable and perhaps never
was. Just as we break our covenant with the world outside our heads in
order to create what he calls  “a power which must be directed to the
improvement  and  refinement  of  the  human  soul”,  we  find  pure
abstraction  no  longer  culturally  satisfying.  Once  serving  a  need,  such
work  now  does  nothing  more  than  take  up  space  like  obsolete
technology or broken toys.

ART AS ANIMIST PRACTICE

Animism makes one simple presupposition: that we live in a world
full  of  non-human agencies,  non-animal  observers,  and non-embodied
intelligences: that all things can be addressed as “you”. 

In order for animism to flourish once again in the west, it must first
take  itself  to  task  and  realize  its  implications,  both  comforting  and
disturbing. I do not have the space to do that work here – suffice to say,
the dialogue that must happen between the animist artist, their media,
their subject, and their finished work begs questions that modernity is
ill-equipped to answer. Enter, then, an animist art.

We  understand  that  non-human  agencies  manifest  both  the
experience of the individual and the mythic essence of the collectives to
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which they are part. For instance, this or that individual crow may feel
less threatened by humans due to what its life has taught it of humans.
But it is still a crow, and all crows embody crow-ness. Just the same, they
are still birds, and all embody that which is quintessentially ‘bird’, as well
as being an animal creature and embodying ‘animalness’, and so on. They
each also echo back to a mythic First Crow, which is alive in every single
one of them.

We might speak similarly of art media. This or that individual paint
tube might keep its moisture less than perfectly, due to the hands that
have opened and closed its  cap over the  years,  or  the  ground stones
whose pigment is suspended in its binder. But it is still a paint, and all
paint embodies a paint-ness;  a mark-making-ness.  Each paint,  then,  is
also a perfect reflection of the First Paint that adorned the First Body. (In
all  likelihood,  this  First  Paint  was blood – suggesting a  First  Sacrifice
also.)

When we frame in this way the agents on which our mark-making
and form-shaping so depend,  then we are obligated to  maintain right
relationship with them. We are forced to ask what this material,  these
tools,  want.  Sometimes  it’s  a  simple  as  a  desire  to  be  used…  and
sometimes it isn’t.

In  Concerning the Spiritual  In Art,  Kandinsky speaks of the sound
and personality of colors, but this is a hollow materialism in disguise. His
appeals  to  the  emotive  properties  of  color  rely  entirely  on  the
assumption that the human mind is the measure of all things, and that
the  pursuit  of  pure  color  is  the  highest  form  of  expression  for  the
ensouled human.

This, obviously, we reject. Color has meaning beyond the whims of
human fancy; they call Gods, they channel magic, they imply the natural
world, and they house the spirits of the raw materials that make them.
Yellow cannot be made with the indigo plant no matter how hard we
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might try, and carbon scraped from a furnace cannot make anything but
black.  In  this  way,  even  raw  color  is  bound  by  Kandinsky’s  maligned
outer world. Every pot of ink and palette of paint owes its life to blood
and soil – the spirits of place.

What does the carbon black, or the indigo blue, or the Naples yellow,
made, as it is, from lead and antimony, want? Ask them.

ART AS COMMUNION WITH THE SPIRIT WORLD

The arts of our ancestors were simple: vernacular design, colors and
grounds sourced from their genus loci, and images readily identifiable by
mortal viewer and spirit both. These arts, deceptively primitive in their
execution, filled a vital role in the fabric of the co-created reality of upper,
lower, and middle.

Modern arts, for those of us who make this sort of work, are not so
simple.  Nor  do  they  often  serve  a  particularly  unifying  function  in
modern  western  society,  instead  often  proving  divisive  at  worst,  or
simply contributing to the noise of contemporary life at best. They are
often  complex  constructions  –  either  materially  complex,  owing  their
existence  to  vast  infrastructures  of  industry  and  production,  or
theoretically  complex,  owing  their  existence  to  vast  structures  of
memetic or highly intellectual thought. The simplest work is often base
or capitalistic in nature, both quite anathema to either creating sacred
space or fostering animist ways of being; and when it is not any of these
things, it is usually disposable. It does not have to be this way.

There are several  ways to use mark-making and form-shaping as
tools for communion with the Otherworld. Quite often this involves using
completed work to commemorate a place and time when the veil is lifted,
or  creating  an icon  for  a  spirit  ally  with  which  the  artist  has  a  good
working  relationship.  There  are  others  –  and  I  will  go  into  my  own
experiences later – but for now let’s address these.
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Historically, every aspect of the art-making process, from material
sourcing  to  completion,  was  under  the  purview  of  some  Power,  and
undertaken  with  great  respect  to  the  task  at  hand.  For  some  of  the
ancient  Mesoamericans,  the  polytheist  cultures  I  am  perhaps  most
familiar  with,  making  icons  was  a  severe  work  that  required  fasting,
abstinence, and physical removal from the wider society as the works
were being created.  Spiritual  impurity – miasma – was a grave threat
during this time for the artist, and they needed to work under nigh clean-
room conditions. And it  should perhaps be no less:  these artists were
being  tasked  with  crafting  the  very  backbones of  their  society  –  the
speaking, seeing, and listening God images – which, along with New Fire
ceremonies  and  other  ritual  events,  embodied  the  very  first  act  of
creation. Mess that up, and you invite untold catastrophe.

The artists of these cultures were neither priests nor shaman, but
craftspeople. Yet, note how they occupy similar space while undertaking
the work.  We, as modern animist and polytheist artists,  might look to
these kinds of historical roles when framing ourselves now. It should be
heartening to know that we might serve a similar function in a polytheist
social  framework,  mediating  between the  worlds  in  the  same  way as
other  specialized  spirit-workers.  We  need  not  abandon  our  mundane
lives for the sake of this work – in fact, it is quite important that many of
us don’t. However, at the same time we should be wary of the mundane.
Especially the sort of mundane we have now: the sort that’s dictated by
consumerism,  tabloids,  imaginal  culture,  and  other  world-rejecting
distractions.

Art is often spirit work, whether we are aware of it or not. Just as
divination often relies on the aid of some spirit or another regardless of
the  beliefs  or  intentions  of  the  diviner,  art  that  is  not  of  the  purely
imaginal variety tends to be, by its very nature, accomplished with the
aid of spirits. Above, I explained how these spirits of media, tools, and
subject will assert themselves even if the artist rejects the very notion of
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a world full of non-human agencies; however, there are situations that
they are more allergic to. 

Why not imaginal work, though? By imaginal, I mean work that is
purely of the head; art that ignores the reality of media and subjects; a
kind of fetishistic lens through which not to view a sexual object, but the
whole of the world and life within it. This kind of art might be said to be
willfully, if not aggressively, blind and dismissive: a formless individual
ego impressing itself on whichever media will best suit its needs. In other
words,  the imaginal  artist  frames the world in terms of  pure human-
centric materialism – media and subjects both exist as raw material for
their  will  and  whim,  to  be  used  instrumentally  to  accomplish  their
personal,  idiosyncratic  vision.  There  is  a  glut  now,  too,  of  imaginal
devotional art – these icons are not unlike the “nice guy” gifts to a woman
whose complex inner life he has made no attempt to understand. These
are sometimes workable, and rarely flattering.

While  imaginal,  world-rejecting  work  is  often  anathema  to  our
understanding of right relationship, it is not beyond the spirits to hijack
such art for their own ends, leaving the artist to continue believing that
they are working from their genius alone! Again, I’ll  talk more on this
later in the Ghostwriting section.

As  we  know,  much  of  deliberate  polytheist  art  is  either  a  direct
representation of a named spirit – icon-making – a tool created for the
express  purpose  of  facilitating  spirit  communication  or  Otherworld
travel – symbolic map-making; veil-lifting devices; physical gateways to
the  Other  –  or  otherwise  devotional  in  nature  –  representations  of  a
spirit’s attributes, personal effects, or moments from myth cycles. These
are good starting points, but I will argue that we have much further to go.
These kinds of art are often still vestiges of that deep division between us
and place and myth, a division created by the various monotheisms and
enlightenment doctrines introduced at points throughout history which
are in the habit of placing humankind above all the rest of the world. It
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should be our project to rediscover vernacular polytheist art – not one,
but many. 

The sort of complexity we’ve come to expect of our arts in this age
belies  a  passive  acceptance  of  the  orders  of  separation  that  now  lie
between our art and the spirits that make our art possible. We cannot
make true polytheist and animist art unless we can know and name the
spirits who give themselves to the canvas or the wood panel or the paint
brush – and when we don’t know them, our work suffers, and we lose,
more and more, our ability to hear them.

THE PROBLEM OF DIGITAL (NON-) MEDIA

It is very unpopular anymore to assert that digital art is not “real
art” in the same way that it’s unpopular to assert that advancements in
technology may not be improving the human experience after all, even
when backed by facts and statistics. What is digital art, though? What is
“real art”? Let’s unpack this.

Proponents of digital art quite often do not know what it is, exactly,
that they are defending, or what they are defending against. Digital art is,
to  put  it  simply,  the  media-less  medium:  the  perfect  tool  for  the
unfettered  human  ego  seeking  to  realize  its  grand,  imaginal  vision.
Kandinsky actually predicted the advent of such a medium, and laid the
groundwork for its use in his 1917 treatise just as the Italian Futurists
laid the groundwork for industrial consumer capitalism. They both saw
in their respective dreams a liberation from the vulgar implications of
the natural world. Digital art has achieved this emancipation: paint that
never dries, pencils that never need sharpening, pens whose tips never
dull… pure color with neither texture of ground or brush stroke to mar it.
It is a medium without consequence – every mistake can be unmade ad
infinitum. 
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Kandinsky proudly writes:

Because the objective is forever exchanging the subjective expression
of today for that of tomorrow, each new extension of liberty in the use of
outer form is hailed as the last and supreme. At present we say that an
artist can use any form he wishes,  so long as he remains in touch with
nature. But this limitation, like all its predecessors, is only temporary. From
the point of view of the inner need, no limitation must be made, The artist
may use any form which his  expression demands;  for his  inner impulse
must find suitable outward expression.

And:

That  which  has  no  material  existence  cannot  be  subjected  to  a
material classification. That which belongs to the spirit of the future can
only be realized in feeling, and to this feeling the talent of the artist is the
only road.

The only conclusion I can draw, then, is that proponents of digital art
are not defending the medium for its merits as a medium – it is a non-
medium,  after  all  –  but  rather  are  defending  the  human  ego,  and  its
demand to be unimpeded by such pesky things as drying paint or dull
pencils or smashed pen tips. Uncritically they accept the program of the
futurists: to hell with nature and the patience she requires. To hell with
her spirits.  Message without  media,  then,  is  the “real  art”  they are in
unwavering  service  to.  Tools  and pigments  and binders  only  serve  to
impede that greatest good: experiences as rewarding as reality, without
the chore of working with reality.

Can  digital  non-media  be  utilized,  then,  by  the  polytheist  artist?
Possibly;  but  it  cannot  be  utilized  by  the  animist  one.  Digital
infrastructure is too fraught with environmental destruction, the abuse
of both human and non-human agencies, and requires the heavy use of
fossil  fuels,  a  substance  teeming  with  a  kind of  embodied miasma.  It
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ought to be the last on our list of options for art in the service of building
right relationship with spirits of the world. We need to be very critical of
our use of it, and in the event that we must, proceed to ask ourselves if
perhaps it wouldn’t be better that the work not be made at all. Yes, it is
that dangerous.

This is not to condemn all media that have some root or another in
the black, percolating ooze of a previous Sun. It would be impossible to
make most any art without striking bargains with those spirits, but here
it is important to differentiate between the glittering and ephemeral with
the tangible and sensate.  The story of a media which has no material
repercussions is a bald-faced lie so profound that, for most of us, it would
simply be better to distance ourselves instead of trying to employ some
spiritual contrivance to make it work.

If digital non-media must be used, powered as it is by the fraught
spirits of fossil fuels, then purification must be par for the course. We do
not  know the  ghosts  in  our  machines,  and their  scattered,  desiccated
nature easily prevents us from doing so.  Using real media, with traceable
lineages  of  enspirited  material,  produces  a  dialogue;  digital
infrastructure,  on  the  other  hand,  must  almost  always  be  yoked  and
chained into submission. Are there exceptions? Of course – there always
are. When the spirits in these technologies can compose themselves and
find a voice articulate and audible to human ears, it may be possible. But
it is still fraught work, just as calling the Wild Hunt or Fair Folk is fraught
work; though it is likely to be less impressive in its results and pursued
over more traditional routes due to mere ubiquity and convenience.

Digital non-media has also not lived up to the lofty daydreams of
those who predicted the immateriality of computer-generated imagery.
One hundred years ago Kandinsky imagined a future language for the
visual  artist  that  resembled  music,  which  to  him  was  a  medium
“outwardly  unfettered  by  nature,  [needing]  no  definite  form  for  its
expression”. We’ve achieved that, haven’t we? With CGI now good enough
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to convincingly replace real actors in films, we can create anything that
we  might  ever  possibly  desire.  So  where,  then,  are  his  tranquil
colorscapes?  His  subtly  wrought  compositions  to  inspire  enlightened
emotion?

They aren’t here, because we are still human animals, and from our
ephemeral non-media we demand things that pass as real. Is it not ironic
that, even as our computing power can produce the most convincing of
mirages,  we choose to simply replicate the otherwise mundane? Dead
people, dead countries, dead species; porn stars, athletes, world leaders;
puppies  and  kittens;  hair  and  water.  We  never  really  wanted  a  non-
representational, truly ephemeral art from the human imagination; we
just  wanted the  simplest  of  imaginal  fantasies  to  be more  convincing
than the world around us – a drug, as they say, which is better than sex.
Not twenty years after the real birth of the computer-generated image
have we already reached the ends of its notional space. 

As animists and polytheists, it’s time that we thought long and hard
about  the  repercussions  of  our  participation  in  these  immaterial,
imaginal, miasmatic structures. What spirits are we really courting when
we dabble in these technologies? Are we prepared to reckon with the
fallout of these working relationships? I say to look, and look deeply, at
the world around you – we already are.

ON STORYTELLING

Quite often anymore I’ve encountered this idea that storytelling is a
medium. It comes as no surprise that a culture disconnected from the
physicality  of  real  media  should  begin  to  think  that  concepts can
constitute a complete method of engagement with an audience.

This  sentiment seems to come most  from people  working within
dying  media;  artists  who  are  trying  to  keep  up  with  the  latest  and
greatest technologies that blur the line between what their predecessors
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would have done and what their industries are now pressuring them to
do to make money and maintain the shrinking attention spans of their
shrinking  audiences.  Writers,  cartoonists,  animators,  and  filmmakers
alike are often more than happy to confuse their chosen medium with
the act of storytelling. Perhaps it lends them an air of timelessness that
their work, in practice, lacks.

Let us not delude ourselves here: writing is not cartooning is not
animation is not film, just as none of these “are” storytelling. Storytelling
is a  supersubject;  the compositional element of  time.  Some media have
time as a built-in component to be considered; others don’t, and like the
use of three-point perspective to create the illusion of depth on a two-
dimensional surface,  time can be fudged and story, if desired, implied.

ART AS AUGURY

The  art  process  itself  may  also  be  used  as  a  form  of  augury,
divination, telling truth from untruth. As I discuss a little further on, my
most useful aid in these endeavors is time, more often than not – as I
turn images over in my head, that which stands that test of time over the
months or years is often what is true. And if I make work slowly, to the
tune of one brush stroke or one line per day, for instance, the picture
itself will be easier shaped by those spirits I align myself with moreso
than my own fickle imaginings. If you hold particular spirits or Powers
closer than you hold your own mortal whims, then most things you make
will follow Their influence.

If your art is often quick, try a process which is long and slow: you
may  be  surprised  as  to  what  whispers  its  way  into  the  space  you’ve
created.

ON “GHOSTWRITING”

The other interesting thing about time is that the time it takes to
create a piece may not be just a consequence of making the work itself,
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but  rather  a  component  of  the  finished  product  –  a  deliberate
methodology  of  creating.  As  the process  of  execution slows,  as  mark-
making becomes pure muscle memory, as analysis becomes habituated
and all but the meager planning stages become automatic, the thinking
mind slips, and sometimes… spirits step in.

Ghostwriting,  more  broadly,  is  the  process  by  which people  with
good ideas and no sufficient command of any language get books written.
Here, it means what you might have already guessed: the type of working
relationship between mortal  and spirit  or other Power that results  in
works of art that meet the spirit’s expectations. Many experiences might
fall  under  this  broad  umbrella:  divine  inspiration,  mediumship,
automatic writing and drawing.  And many artists throughout the ages
have utilized “automatic” methods of mark-making, typically in ecstatic
or otherwise spontaneous frames of mind. I feel that this sort of spirit-
led creation we are more familiar with, and so I’ve chosen to focus on this
slower method I’ve personally stumbled into.

It seems to me that typically, spirit-led works are done in much the
same fashion as devotional art: there is a call to produce icons, veil-lifting
aids,  or  similar  work,  and  the  devotee  begins  production.  Much  of
polytheist and animist art, as mentioned in a previous section, consists of
this. Some of it, however, consists of this sort of ghostwriting.

My experience with this kind of work has been through the 8 years
I’ve spent writing and drawing my graphic  novel  Aquapunk: The First
Law.  This did not start out as a spirit project at all.  In fact, its earliest
iterations,  which I made attempts at writing 12 years ago, were over-
wrought  by  a  mind  still  enamored  with  novelty  and  laundry  lists  of
interests  that  were  of  purely  aesthetic  value.  Once  my  thinking  mind
quieted  down,  and the  act  of  writing  and  drawing  this  thing  became
habituated, I became open to more subtle influences.
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It takes clarity to know when you are hearing yourself or someone
else, but one of my most reliable tools of discernment has always been
time, and using my own body and work as a form of augury that allows
me to recognize the emergence of synchronicity. If a spirit hijacks your
work and if  you’re sensitive to that sort  of  meddling,  then it  will  feel
different. If I can pinpoint the moment that the spirits first started taking
interest in my project, then I might say it was several years in, and that it
took me several more years to sense what was happening. It is a distinct
sensation: for me, the process has been one of hearing a story in one
language, then retelling it in another. That first language, of course, is the
indistinct, murmuring, ebbing language of spirits.

To what end is this? I’m not entirely sure, though I suspect that part
of it may be simply to tell a good story about mortals interacting with
their Gods and the vital, driving forces of their animate world, and thus
re-enchanting ours a little. It also may probably serve as a cautionary tale
about what happens when we forget our asymmetric place in the scheme
of things. Your own mileage may vary. 

There  are  many  experiences  like  mine  –  artists  who  have  been
inspired  by  some  spirit  or  another.  Sometimes,  those  relationships
merely  extend  to  the  completion  of  a  single  work.  Sometimes,  to  a
lifelong body of  work.  And under other circumstances,  sometimes the
task  to  be  completed  is  no  less  than  bringing  cultus  to  a  previously
unknown Power. The artist, in situations like these, often has little say, or
has been revealed a mere fragment of the scope of the end work. What
we are given is usually enough to suffice, and to get us through to the
next step of the project. Divining may be of little use. My project is due to
end at  around the  600-page mark;  in  another  2  years,  at  my current
schedule – what, if anything, will come after is beyond me.

It seems to me that this might happen whether the work is quick
and spontaneous – if you are caught in a sudden frenzy of inspiration –
or if it is slow and quiet. In this way, creative writing, especially of the
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fiction  variety,  might  become  a  useful  tool  for  the  Other,  due  to  the
drawn-out process and immense space given over the course of making.
The complexity of so many marks made – or in this case, keys  stroked –
leaves tiny gaps between the decisions and conscious, rational thoughts.
The numinous can easily find its way into fiction or poetry, especially if
the writer does not have such a stranglehold on their creation and lets it
learn how to breathe.

Once  again,  the  deadly  speed  and  cold  efficiency  of  digital  non-
media tends to salt the earth where these seeds might otherwise grow,
especially for those not already experienced in subtler ways of listening.

WHERE WE MIGHT GO: RE-ENCHANTING ART

Kandinsky  predicted  a  curious  and troubling  development  in  the
arts  that  I’m  sure  he  would  be  quite  horrified  to  see  at  work  in  the
contemporary  world.  He  warned  of  charlatans  encouraging  base  and
petty impulses with their work, but to him this was a feature of a dark
age of swindler-painters that the shining light of enlightened future art
would surely suppress. This has not happened in the least, and his hope
was misguided.  At first, our covenant with the land was broken; then our
covenant  with  each  other;  and  finally,  the  covenant  we  kept  with
ourselves. As artists, this has left of completely unmoored. 

Art no longer depicts any sort of consensus, because we have none.
It makes objects out of subjects, coarseness out of beauty, caricatures out
of Gods, and emptiness out of the numinous. Only once in his treatise
does  Kandinsky  make  reference  to  any  sort  of  spirit  that  might  exist
apart from ourselves: when he speaks of Monet making a “living thing” of
a teacup. Here we have a faint and tiny ember left from the ancient fire.

As I have said, my hope here is to bring into western polytheist and
animist  discourse  the  wider  ramifications  of  a  truly  spirit-forward
creative practice,  and contribute to the groundwork that must be laid
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before we can hope to reincorporate the arts into our religious practices
as the highly specialized trades that they are and have historically been.
We have the power to bridge Here and There just as well as any other
spiritual specialist. And as we come into our own, we will discover that
our path is unique, important… and no less difficult than those.

Recovering from the stigma of dabbling hobbyist or tortured talent
requires moving away from our culture’s dominant idea of what purpose
the  arts  serve  –  as  animists  and  polytheists,  we  are  here  to  neither
manifest  our  own  inflamed  egos  or  to  sell  our  gifts  to  the  highest
corporate bidder. We must begin to situate ourselves within the ecology
of spirits if we might hope to take our work as seriously as our ancestors
did. Because our ancestors’ artists exercised tremendous power.

Re-enchantment means more than just creating enspirited art for
people  who  know  the  spirits  –  it  means,  like  reorganizing  one’s  day
around  morning  ritual,  reorganizing  our  lives  and  our  method  of
engagement  with  the  world  immediately,  and  not-so-immediately,
around  us.  This  includes  our  tools,  our  media,  and  our  subjects.  It
includes the question of originals vs. reproductions; imported or local;
who our audiences are and how we respond to them; what traditions we
work  in;  which  mark-makers  and  form-shapers  came  before  us.  It
includes  conviviality  with  the  very  real  non-human  agencies  in  our
pockets, on our desks, in our toolboxes. 

Most importantly, though, it asks a question often taboo in this day
and age: should I make this work at all? If we do not hold our whims to be
the greatest good, if we deny that “man is the measure of all things”, then
how do we go about reclaiming a human birthright that has long been
used for mere political,  financial,  and egoist  gain? What does a spirit-
forward, rather than human-centered, art look like?

First of all, we should far more often probably be asking our spirits
what they’d like from our art.
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That statement, however, requires some unpacking. I will not do this
unpacking for you – suffice to say, removing the human ego from our
interactions  with  the  Other  takes  time,  work,  and  painful  growth,  no
matter what They want from us. To some, this might look like dogmatic
self-denial. However, isn’t the unfettered indulgence of human greed and
self-importance part and parcel of the project that got us this sea of post-
modern meaninglessness that so many artists feel awash in? For those of
us who know Gods and spirits, shouldn’t we strive for better? For right
relationship?

There are no hard and fast rules. If that’s what you need, then look
elsewhere.  This  is  a  dialogue  that  must  happen  between  all  parties
involved in the artistic process (human and non-), as well as the wider
human community. If perfect right relationship is unattainable here and
now,  if  there  is  still  so  far  for  us  to  go,  then  I’ll  permit  myself  to  be
controversial and assert that we can only live so rightly as individuals.
We’ll never have a healthy ecology of human, non-human, and Other until
we can form coherent, proximal communities. Unfortunately, this will not
happen so long as  we value  the  atomized individual  and their  vanity
above all else.

The Gods and spirits have their way of separating wheat from chaff.
If you claim to do work for them but are pursuant of your own imaginal
desires in reality, then they will either show their displeasure or simply
withdraw,  stealing  the  wind  from  your  sails.  At  that  point,  most  will
choose to continue huffing and puffing their own hot air to maintain the
illusion of movement. If this has happened to you before – and odds are,
it’s happened to all of us at least once – then a reevaluation of priorities
is in order.

If you fancy yourself a “storyteller” above all else, then unpack that
sentiment also.  Storytellers are not any freer from the implications of
individual media than Gods are free from the implications of being run
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through  with  a  sufficiently  sharp  blade.  Good  storytellers  situate
themselves within a framework of culture. They paint with a palette of
memory and emotion; they weave with threads spun from the blood of a
people. If that is not a burden as great as gravity for the sculptor, or line
for the mark-maker, then I don’t know what is.

Perhaps all that can be said with any certainty here – language does
often fail where the Other and the Divine are concerned, and I do not
speak for the Gods besides – is that much of contemporary art culture is
incompatible with polytheist and animist lifeways. We must choose the
meaning by which to live, and stand by it with every fiber of our beings.
And  by  ‘choose’,  I  do  not  mean  to  manifest  other  kinds  of  imaginal
humanist values; I mean that we should choose, as we have likely done
already, meaning that situates us within the worlds as understood by our
animist ancestors, and ardently follow those implications through both
to their joyous and painful ends.

Sacrifice your petty ego and feed its entrails to the fire. See through
the eyes of your forebearers. Speak with the tongues of spirits. Sink your
roots deep into the black earth. 

Let us hold ourselves accountable to the world. We are implicated
participants, wherever we go, whatever we do. The human imagination is
far from a font of vice, but our current culture has been engineered to
reward  the  selfishly  imaginal  with  an  endless  feedback  loop  of
consumerism that does nothing but benefit from estranging us from this
living,  enchanted earth.  Spirits  have been deliberately shut  out  of  the
conversation for too long. 

It’s time we let them back in.
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